Pseudo elements
Can change attributes for all states with

```css
a {
  Property: value;
}
```
Characteristics of tags that can have their own attributes
Not reflected in HTML
In CSS:
  
tag:pseudo-element
Examples:
  › p:first-line, p:first-letter
Link Pseudo-elements

- Link states
  - a:link -- a normal, unvisited link
  - a:visited -- a link the user has visited
  - a:hover -- a link when the user mouses over it
  - a:active -- a link the moment it is clicked

- Note: CSS order important
  - hover must come after link & visited
  - active must come after hover
  - LoVe HAte

```css
a:link {
  color: #FC5BD4;
}
a:visited {
  color: black;
}
```